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N AIROBI, KENYA:   A much needed two week break in our 
schedule has arrived!  We started the current ministry schedule 

with a crusade in an Islamic country which was immediately followed 
by a conference and crusade in the Democratic Republic of Congo, a 
pastor’s conference in India, a woman’s conference, and another trip 
into Sudan.  Combined with the daily operational oversight of the 
orphanage, negotiations in the purchase of the property for the 
orphanage, the renewal of our —— resident permits and some security 
problems in ——...I get tired just think about everything.  In the midst 
of all, we are rested and at peace.  This is God! 

S keletons scattered across a battlefield:  By tradition the bodies 
of soldiers killed in battle are left where they fall.  Here is a brief 

snapshot of Southern Sudan. World’s longest lasting civil war… 
Land of Cush in Biblical times… Land of famine… Target of Arab 
slave traders… Largest nation in Africa…  One half the size of the 
United States… Missionaries expelled for last forty years… 
Primary export is terrorism… Leaders boast of being the leaders of 
Islamic Revolution in Africa… Animism and Islam are religions of 
area we are working… Government has forced Islamization policy. 

R eturn To Sudan:  Our first journey into Sudan was marred by flash 
floods and landmines.  Although reluctant to initially fly into this remote 

and risky area of Sudan, Mission Aviation Fellowship agreed to take me in.  
The plane was greeted by very curious people, many of whom were quite 
frightened.  For most, the only planes they had ever seen were Arab planes 
that dropped bombs.  Each morning the local officials came to my “camp” 
for coffee, a modest breakfast and to talk.  Permission was readily granted to 
evangelize and tell people about Jesus. Arrival into Southern Sudan 
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THE REGIONS BEYOND. . . Sudan. . . The spiritual foundation for a church in a previously 
unreached area has been set in Sudan.   In April Bruce will be back in Sudan to continue teaching 
and training.  A medical clinic whose primary focus is measles vaccinations will also be conducted.  
Next to malaria, measles is the second leading killer of children in Sudan. 
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Mission Aviation Fellowship features Regions Beyond  in international publication 
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